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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of gaming technologies and advent of vari-

ous MMOGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Games), online gaming

has extended its span towards global competitions with high stakes.

Fields such as understanding gaming psychology, predicting op-

ponents move, predicting the winning probability etc has caught

the sight of the research community since these can have signifi-

cant impact on how the teams perform. League of Legends (LoL)

is one of the most played MOBA (Multiplayer online battle arena)

games. The picking and banning of champions at the beginning

of the game has a huge impact on the game results. This paper

aims at predicting the pick and ban sequence of the LoL games. For

this task, we utilize a dataset of 4078 professional LoL games to

train, validate and test a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), a Long

Short Term Memory (LSTM) Network, a bi-directional Long Short

Term Memory network (BiLSTM) and a Convolutional LSTM. We

found that a Feature Augmented system fed into an LSTM network

performed best with an accuracy of 27.78% which is much better

than weighted random guess.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Esports have spiked in popular over the past decade. There are

numerous eSports [15] tournaments going on throughout the globe

every year with professional gamers competing against each other

for huge amount of rewards. These tournaments include games of

various genre such as Role-playing games (RPG) [22], First-person

shooter (FPS) [13], Real-time strategy [7], Turn-based strategy [8]

etc. Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games are a subgenre

of real-time strategy games where there are two teams competing

against each other on a predefined battlefield [3]. The difference

with the strategy games is that each player controls a single charac-

ter rather than a unit or group of characters. Also each character is

equipped with distinctive abilities or armor. Usually the goal of each

team is to destroy the base of their opponent at the other end of the

battlefield or to defeat every player of the opponent. The typical
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ultimate objective is for each team to destroy their opponents’ main

structure, located at the opposite corner of the battlefield.

League of Legends (LoL), commonly known to as League, is one
of the most popular MOBA games developed by Riot Games back

in 2009 [14]. LoL is referred as the world’s biggest esport by many

[1]. Its professional scene is divided into multiple domestic leagues

which are played regionally. The best teams from the domestic

leagues play in the Mid-Season Invitational (MSI) which is a very

prestigious international event and the best teams of the world

finally go on to play the League of Legends World Championship.

In 2019 the LoL World Finals boasted around 100 million viewers.

The Super Bowl that same year had 100.7 million.

In LoL, two teams each consisting of five players fight in player

vs player combat. Each team has their own half in the map and

they try to defend it from the opponent. Each of the ten players

from two teams controls a character referred as a "champion". Also
based on the battle strategy, the champions are placed in differ-

ent categories most of which have 2-3 subcategories. Some of the

important categories are - Supports(Enchanter, Catcher), Fighter

(Juggernaut, Diver), Mage (Burst, Battlemage, Artillery), Marksman,

Slayer (Assassin, Skirmisher), and Tanks (Vanguard, Warden). Each

individual champion has unique abilities and have different styles

of gameplay. The skill set of the human player combined with the

champion they pick has a huge impact on the outcome of the game.

That is why the pick-ban phase before each match becomes a crit-

ical factor in deciding the outcome of the match. In the pick-ban

phase, both the teams get opportunity to ban certain champions

from the game and pick certain champions for their team. In the

professional LoL matches, at first, both teams ban 3 champions

each, then pick 3 each followed by another ban of 2 and pick of

2 for each team. This way, both teams ban 5 champions each and

pick 5 champions each. This leads to a total of 20 pick-ban events in

each of the games. Figure 1 shows the sequence of bans and picks

for two team denoted by colors purple and blue.

While making these pick-ban choices, there are many things

to consider for both the teams. During the pick-ban phase, both

the teams try to build a winning strategy by predicting the moves

of the opponent while playing to the strength of their own team

composition. Huge efforts go into scouting the opponent teams

using various sources of information. These information involves

understanding the mindset of the opponent, the nuances of the

meta and many other factors. Using machine learning and AI based

techniques to predict various events of physical sports and esports

is a thriving research topic. Recently it has grown a huge demand in

the video games industry because of all the hypes and huge influx

of monetary rewards associated with the game.

In this paper, we present our approach to predict the pick and

ban sequence of the LoL games. We tested the performance of

https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456
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Figure 1: Pick-ban sequence for two teams in LoL games

four sophisticated auto-regressive deep neural network models to

predict the pick and ban sequences.

We used RNN [28], LSTM [32] (a variant of RNN), BiLSTM [21]

and Convolutional LSTM [29] networks for this experiment which

are specially suitable for time series predictions. At first, we devised

a baseline solution with one hot encoded champion IDs as feature

vectors for the models. In that solution, we found that the BiLSTM

works best among the four models tested. Further, we provide our

final solution with a feature augmentation method applied. We

then show that the feature augmentation significantly improved

the performance of the BiLSTM model from the baseline solution.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

shows an overview of our literature survey. In Section 3, we define

our problem mathematically. Section 4 shows our solution idea

followed by Section 5 which lays out the data and experimental

setting. We present our results and relevant discussion in Section 6.

Finally, Section 7 and Section 8 shows some of the limitations of

our work along with concluding remarks.

2 RELATEDWORKS
For this work, we reviewed two types of literature. At first, we

focused on the prior works on application of machine learning and

AI in predicting events in games. Later we focused on our specific

problem which involves time series forecasting on sequential data.

2.1 Machine learning and AI in games
Adopting machine learning and AI techniques to predict moves

and events in games, guessing the opponents’ mindsets, enhance

the performance of virtual agents has been vastly explored by the

researchers. Significant efforts have been made to predict moves

of physical strategy board games such as game of Go [16, 33] and

Chess [17, 26]. There are numerous works on predicting sports out-

come, events and actions too [2, 6, 23, 24]. However, in this work,

we mostly focused on ML and AI for predictions in computer games.

Semenov et al., evaluated and compared the performance of various

machine learning algorithms in predicting the outcome of a MOBA

game - Dota 2 [27]. They tried out four ML algorithms - Naive Bayes

classifier, Logistic Regression and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

and Factorization Machines and found the best results from Factor-

ization Machines. Conley et al., proposed a recommendation system

for picking champions in Dota 2 using simple simple techniques

like Logistic Regression and K-nearest neighbors [10]. Yang et al.,

presented a data-driven method for identifying patterns in combat

which lead to successful game outcomes [36]. They used sequence

of graph representation; each of which describes how a player in-

volved in combat with another. Further, they built a decision tree

from the graphs to determine successful combat rules. Yang et al.,

released a large dataset of in-game features of the MOBA game -

Honor of Kings and proposed to predict four types of important

events in interpretable way [37]. They also proposed an evaluation

metric for these sort of works - fidelity-based evaluation. Do et al.,

used ML based technique to predict the outcome of League of Leg-

ends games based on the human controller’s skill level combined

with the selected champion [12]. Costa et al., used the ban-pick

data to train ML based classifiers to predict the outcome of the

LoL games [11]. However, they do not predict any events during

the ban-pick phase like ours. Summerville et al., used Bayesian

networks and LSTM to predict the ban-picks in DOTA games [34].

Hong et al., used LoL ban-pick data to predict the bans and picks

of both teams and proposed a recommendation system based on

that [20]. However, they made separate models for each team to

predict 10 events each. We are predicting all 20 events using a single

model. Also, they used two classifiers - random forest and fully

connected neural networks which are not specialized for predicting

on sequential data.

There have been many other works on predicting events and

outcomes of LoL games such as [4, 18, 30, 31]. However, we did

not find any prior work which works on predicting the bans and

picks sequence of League of Legends games using sophisticated

algorithms like LSTM or RNN.

2.2 Deep learning methods on sequential data
Various statistical methods have been applied before for time series

prediction. One of them is Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA)

by Brockwell et al., which is able to capture temporality in the

data [5]. Some of its variants - Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated

Moving Average (SARIMA) and Autoregressive Integrated Moving

Average (ARIMA) was implemented by Valipour for long-term

runoff forecasting in the United States [35]. Chen et al., tried out

hybrid methods and combined SARIMA with SVM to improve the

predictions [9].

Deep learning based unsupervised algorithms are prominently

used in time series anomaly detection tasks because of their ability

to capture the non-linearity of data. Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) or Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) structures have been
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especially popular in time series anomaly detection because of their

ability to capture the patterns of time series. Sherstinsky described

fundamentals of RNN and LSTM and how they capture the temporal

properties of time series data [28]. Both of the structures are capa-

ble of remembering the previous states while processing variable

length sequences of inputs. However, Pascanu et al., pointed out the

limitation of training RNN on long sequences such as the vanishing

and exploding gradient problems [25]. Hochreiter shows how these

problems are solved in LSTM as it involves no exponentially fast

decaying or growing factors in its back propagation process [19].

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
As discussed before, we tackle the problem of predicting the pick

and ban sequence of the LoL matches where component in the

sequence is a unique character. So, this problem perfectly fits the

description of a categorical time-series prediction problem. In this

section we describe our problem mathematically.

Let 𝑃𝑖 be a vector of 𝑖 unique sequential elements representing

the pick/ban events (𝑣) of a LoL game.

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣4, ....., 𝑣𝑖 where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 19

Also, 𝑃𝑖 ⊂ 𝐶 , where 𝐶 represents the set of all champions. Cur-

rently, the number of elements in C is 157. At any point,

𝑣𝑖 ⊂ 𝐶 − {𝑃𝑖−1} for all 𝑖 ≥ 2

Now, given the sequence of i events as shown above – where i

has a range of 1 to 19, We want to estimate a function 𝐺 (𝑣) which
can predict the (𝑖 + 1)𝑡ℎ event.

𝐺 (𝑣) = 𝑣𝑖+1

4 OUR SOLUTION
We propose a solution that treats the problem as a categorical

time series prediction. Since picks and bans happen in the same

order every time, we can organize the data into a sequence of 20

events in time. We used this data to train, validate and test four

neural network based systems: a RNN system, a LSTM system, a

Bidirectional LSTM system, and a Convolutional-LSTM system.

These experiments helped determine that a Bidirectional LSTM

model performed the best. We provide our solution to this problems

in two folds:

• Baseline solution – using just the one hot encoded cham-
pion IDs as feature vector: We do this by encoding the series

of champions by their in game ID for their hero name. This is

then encoded in a one hot fashion to generate our feature vectors

for each pick ban event, a set of sequences that are each 20 in

length with feature vectors encoded for the hero chosen at that

event. We then split these sequences into windows as described

later and we have our labels and inputs into a Bidirectional LSTM

system to generate the remaining sequences.

Each instance of our LSTM system only predicts the exact next

value of the pregame event. This is then repeated as input for

any additional predictions needed to complete the sequence of

20.

Most Picked Most Banned Highest Presence

Kai’Sa 37% Thresh 48% Renekton 72 %

Leona 32% Renekton 44% Thresh 71%

Renekton 28% Lucian 29% Kai’Sa 53%

Table 1: The three most picked, most banned, and highest
presence champions in the dataset. This is measured accord-
ing to rate across all games

• Augmenting the previous feature vectors with additional
information: Further, to optimize the results, we applied an

additional method to augment our feature vectors to gain more

knowledge of the current hero selection pool. This augmentation

included information such as a hero’s global pick and ban rates,

as well as how often they play each role in the game. After

the input of previous selected heroes we apply Equation 1 as a

transformation onto the input in the next cycle for the feature

vector. To do this we define a custom model structure that allows

for this augmentation layer to be implemented before an LSTM

system.

𝑣𝑐 =


0 if Champion not available

𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑐 if choice is a ban

𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑐 if teams first pick

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑐 ∗
∑
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑐 ∗

[
1 −𝑚𝑎𝑥

(
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑐

) ]
(1)

where c is the champion id and

pc is the list of previous picked champions on a team

Figure 2 shows a description of how we implement this new

system. The new system still has outputs and inputs of the one-

hot-encoding for a champion but it applies a transformation layer

to augmented information to the system before applying it to the

rest of the system.

5 DATA AND EXPERIMENT SETTINGS

5.1 Dataset acquisition and description
The dataset for this application consists of pick/ban sequences from

4078 professional games in the 2021 season and was downloaded

from the League of Legends Esports Wiki . Each data point consists

of a sequence of 10 champion picks and 10 champion bans. There are

158 champions total, whichmeans that about 12.5% of all champions

are present in each sequence.

Figure 3 displays the pick and ban rate distributions for every

champion, along with the win rate distribution. Its evident that

the vast majority of champions are neither picked nor banned

at a substantial rate. However, there are a few that are selected

around 30% of the time. Table 1 shows the top three most picked,

most banned, and highest presence champions in the game. Note

that presence rate is equal to the sum of pick rate and ban rate.

Unsurprisingly, there is significant overlap between the top 3 in

each of these three categories. This makes sense because typically

the most picked and most banned champions are the strongest.

Thus, in most draft sequences, these champions are either picked

or banned because they are so powerful.

https://lol.fandom.com/wiki/League_of_Legends_Esports_Wiki
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Figure 2: Augmented Model Description

It is also worth noting that the winrates for most champions

hover around 50%, as shown in Figure 3. There are a couple outliers,

which is simply because some champions are played no more than a

handful of times. These few champions have such extreme winrates

since they are unpopular, so the sample size if far to small. However,

given enough games the win rate of a champion is a good measure

of strength in professional games.

In professional drafts, the champions selected for picks and bans

are strategic. Some champions are considered quite strong and

are highly contested, whereas others are considered to be weak.

Additionally, there are some combinations of champions that work

well together or counter each other. Figure 4 shows the frequency

with which pairs of champions are selected in the drafts. Note that

no pairings with a frequency of less than 50 occurrences are shown,

since the vast majority of possibilities do not occur. However, there

are a few pairings that stand out as being selected far more often

than others.

First, we consider the synergistic pairings. These are pairs of

two champions that are picked by the same team, and theoretically

they should reflect strategic synergies. The first column in Table

2 displays the top five most common synergies. Amongst these

synergies, 4 of them reflect botlaner and support champion com-

binations. Without going too much into the details of the game,

the botlaner and support spend the most time working together in

game, so picking synergistic champions is particularly important

in these roles. In fact, the most frequent pairing of Aphelios and

Thresh reflects arguably the most powerful botlane and support

pairing in the game.

There are also counter pairings, which are pairs of two cham-

pions that are frequently found on opposing teams. Part of draft

strategy is selecting champions that effectively counter those in the

same role on the enemy team. Thus, we would expect most counter

pairings to reflect these strategic ideas as well. Indeed, this is evi-

dent again in Table 2. Four of the top five counter pairings reflect

champions selected in the same role for different teams: Kai’Sa +

Xayah, Alistar + Rell, Kai’Sa + Tristana, and Lee Sin + Viego. The

top picked counter of Kai’Sa + Xayah is very well known in the

Synergy Frequencies (#) Counter Frequencies (#)

Aphelios + Thresh 960 Kai’Sa + Xayah 326

Alistar + Kai’Sa 610 Alistar + Rell 308

Kai’Sa + Rell 536 Kai’Sa + Tristana 286

Gnar + Kai’Sa 528 Lee Sin + Viego 285

Kai’Sa + Leona 476 Kai’Sa + Rell 260

Table 2: Top five most common synergistic pairings and
counter pairings

community, so its unsurprising to see it listed as the most common

one. The remaining counter of Kai’Sa + Rell reflects a botlane and

support counter pick. This is not surprising since opposing botlanes

and supports spend a significant amount of the game in the same

area of the map, which means that they can effectively counter each

other. Thus overall, the champion synergies and counter frequen-

cies are reflective of common strategic considerations in the game.

This implies that our model should be able to learn these pairings

and use them to make strategic predictions about drafting.

5.2 Experimental Setup
5.2.1 Data Preprocessing. Regarding data preprocessing, we had to
convert the raw draft data to a form which is usable by a neural net-

work model. With the input data being a simple list of hero names

in the order their events occurred, the first step was to enumerate

the text data. This was done by enumerating each hero possible

to be chosen, as well as an <UNK> character to handle missing

data into 158 possible inputs for our system. Resulting in each

game sequence to be a series of 20 numbers representing various

heroes chosen and banned. We then feed these numbered heroes

and one-hot encode them, turning out sequence of 20 integers, into

a sequence of 20 one-hot-158 length vectors. This system allows

for the extension of this feature vectors should we desire additional

inputs about the sequence state. We then split our set of sequence

matrices into train, test and validation sets. We do this on a split of

80% train, 10% test, and 10% validation.
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(a) Pick rate (b) Ban rate

(c) Win rate (d) Presence rate

Figure 3: Champion pick/ban distributions across all cham-
pions
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Figure 4: Champion Pairs Pick/Ban Distributions (a) The
distribution of frequencies of synergistic pairings. (b) The
distribution of frequencies of counter pairings.

We then send these sequence matrices through our Window

Generator to convert them into inputs and outputs. Each window

is two sided and sum to a total sequence length of 20. Order is

always maintained from the original sequences since there are

time elements involved. Figure 4 shows how a window would be

generated for a simplified example. The previous elements of the

system are used to predict the next value.

Our system needs to be able to peer further than one step in the

future and we do this as shown in Figure 5. We treat multi-step

sequences as consecutive single step solutions feeding into each

other, allowing us system to build one system for any variation of

prediction. After the Window Generator system is completed, we

have our dataset ready for input into our systems.

Figure 5: Example Window Generation

Figure 6: Consecutive Single Step Label Windows

5.2.2 Training. For our initial experiment we set up the system

to predict only the final pick of the draft. We implemented several

models and compared the results. The architectures we used for

testing were a convolutional neural network set to accept sequence

data, an RNN system designed to accept sequence data and an LSTM

system applied to the sequence, as well as a Bidirectional LSTM

system. All systems utilize categorical cross entropyloss functions

and Adam optimizers.

Our pre-processed data is fed into these models to generate our

output, and then repeated as necessary to predict any multi-step

predictions. The output for each model is a set of probabilities for

each champion, the maximum of these probabilities is our predicted

hero. As of now our feature vectors only include this one hot en-

coded list of heroes, this will be changed in the future to include

additional information about the team making the pick.

For the feature augmented system, we applied it only to the

LSTM model, as the systems augmentation as the augmentations

make little sense when replied in reverse, as the previous picked

heroes will always be evaluated to zero causing a nonsensical result

to be produced.

5.3 Random Guess and Weighted Random
Model

We also wanted to establish an absolute lower bound for perfor-

mance, based on a randomized selection model. The initial random-

ized model we established selects a random champion for every

pick. Since there are 158 total champions, this yeilds to an accuracy

of 0.6%.
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18 Input 2 Output: Accuracy

Train Validation Test

RNN 22.9% 5.26% 7.21%

LSTM 24.1% 6.74% 8.23%

BiLSTM 28.9% 8.46% 10.5%

CNN 15.8% 6.88% 6.84%

Table 3: Accuracy of the baseline solution for sequence setup
of 18 input, 2 step prediction

Split Total Dataset Accuracy

15:5 0.0%

17:3 0.0%

18:2 0.075%

19:1 1.72%

Table 4: Accuracy for sequence splits with weighted random
strategy

Figure 7: Bidirectional LSTM Accuracy over various input
lengths

However our data analysis shows that not all champions are

picked with equal probability. We took into account the pick/ban

distribution across all the champions as well as the distribution of

synergistic pairings and counter pairings, and we came up with

the weighted random model. The weighted random model provides

slightly more educated guesses to generate a prediction. We then

tested this educated random model on the entire dataset.

Table 4 shows the prediction results of the weighted random

model for various input:output split. We expect that, our solution

for this problem performs significantly better than the weighted

random model.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we at first discuss the prediction performance of

our baseline solution. Then we discuss how the final solution with

augmented feature vectors improved the accuracies of the model.

6.1 Baseline Solution
At first, we evaluated the performance of the four models with our

baseline solution. For this experiment, we evaluated the models

Feature Augmentation Accuracy

Split Train Validation Test

15:5 29.25% 12.89% 11.83%

17:3 38.56% 21.42% 21.63%

18:2 44.59% 26.48% 27.78%

19:1 53.98% 38.32% 37.84%

Table 5: Accuracy for the feature augmented system defined
by Figure 2

Prediction Step Accuracy

15 -> 16 84.4%

19 -> 20 37.84%

Table 6: Shows different accuracies at sepearate steps of the
augmented system

with the sequence of (18,2) for our Timeseries window on the pick

ban phase. This means that given 18 events, we are evaluating

the models on predicting the next two events. The results of the

baseline solution from our four models is shown in Table 3. The

accuracy display are for each individual sequence cycle, counting

each output in the sequence as its own event.

While all models performed significantly better than theweighted

randommodel (see Table 4), it can be observed that the Bidirectional

LSTMmodel yielded the best results. Note that this system also took

the longest to train. It still has significant room for improvement as

more experiments occur, tuning hyper parameters and hidden layer

numbers should improve the model. The baseline was conducted

on a simple network that only had one hidden layer outside of the

BiDirectional LSTM, and we suspect that further tuning should lead

to improved results.

Theworst performingmodel was the CNN, whichmakes sense as

it is not as fundamentally designed for Sequential Data as recurrent

networks are. The more specialized networks performing better is

not a surprise.

It is also not a surprise that within these sequential designed

networks the test accuracy increased as their complexity increased.

This can be seen by how the BiLSTM had the best performance,

followed by the LSTM and then the simpler RNN on the test data.

Also interesting is the consistency of the Bidirectional LSTM

model, which is shown in Figure 7. One of the main reasons we

decided to ultimately focus on the Bidirectional LSTM system is

how consistent the predictions were at all steps in the sequence. It

does show an increase as you get near the end of sequences, but

even with little information the number of correct predictions is

high above random chance.

6.2 Final solution with augmented feature
vectors

We found significant improvement in the prediction performance

of the models after adding the feature augmentation. Table 5 shows

how the different splits improve accuracy compared to previous

experiments.
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Its interesting to note that the accuracy rates are not static per

pick, as Table 6 shows, there is a large gap between a 15 input

sequence when predicting its 16th step and a 19 input sequence

predicting the 20th step. This is due in large to the diversity of

champion choices showed in Figure 3. As you reach the twentieth

choice the number of commonly picked heroes is diminished, so

teams end up picking from a wider range of second or third tier

power champions for their role, which encompasses a much higher

percent of choices compared to higher power champions.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
For future work we will test other time series configurations on

the system as a whole. We will also attempt to make the system

more dynamic in the series explanations, allowing for more flexible

inputs to be issued as currently it would require seperate training

for any new window periods applied.

We also will explore different additions to the feature vectors

such as pairings between champions and more complex systems

of role calcuation. Other additions that will be tested are physical

aspects of each champion such as base statistics and abilities.

8 CONCLUSION
MOBA games have become a massive attraction for many; specially

because of professional eSports tournaments. ML and AI techniques

are frequently employed to predicting outcomes, events and player

strategy/mindset of these games. This paper uses LSTM networks

to predict the pick-ban phase events of one of the most played

MOBA games which is League of Legends. This models can be

very useful for teams ton determine opponents mindset and set

strategies accordingly.
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